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MDSWELL

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,

VOLUME 4.

Ullery Furniture

ed that e will reside. in this city.
According to the verdict of the Phil
ippine court which tried the Burbank

REDUCED LUMBER RATES
Reduction Order is of no
Benefit to the People of the Pecos Valley.

Local Lumbermen Say the

THE RECORD ACCUSED OF UNFAIRNESS

Traffic Manager Meyers Accuses The Record of Being Unfair to
the Railroad Company. The Freight Rate on Lumber One of
the Great Hindrances to the Upbuilding of the Towns of the
Pecos Valley. Reduction on Lumber Rates Made so That
They Could Not Be Taken Advantage of By the Lumber Deal
ers of the Valley. A Statement of the Case Against the Rail-roa- d
Company as The Record Sees it.

cal lumber dealers, and they assured
us that the lumber shipped from the
above named points to the Pecos Valley was tout a very small percentage
of the total shipments, and that the
rate made by the Pecos Valley
Lines, to take effect March 1.5th, was
to all intents and purposes, practically useless, insofar as any reduction would be made under it.
Since this article was published,
we have received a letter from Mr. D.
Manager of the
L. Meyers, Traffic
Pecos Valley Lines, accusing ns of
an unfair presentation of the case,
and asserting that there is "something or other 'ranking in the bosom' of the administration of the
Record which prevents it from taking a liberal view of anything which
concerns the railroad." Mr. Meyers
further asserted that the writer did
not know what he was talking about
that
when 'he made the statement
practically no lumber shipments to
the Pecos Valley originated on the
O. C. & S. F. railway.
Since receiving this somewhat remarkable letter, a Record representative endeavored to gather from our
local lumbermen additional facts in
regard to this matter. One lumberman stated to our representative that
not one foot of lumber came to Roswell from points on the G. C. & S.
F. railway. This road had no large
mills along its line. There was a
branch line running out from Somer-vllle- .
and along this branch there
were three or four small mills, but
they were not in position to ship to
this point. He asserted In the most
emphatic manner that the order, in
Question, did not reduce the freight
on lumber to Pecos Valley points.
lumberman,
Another prominent
when questioned, said that the order
was worthless in its effects. If the
Santa Fe intended to reduce the lumber rates to the Pecos Valley, why
did it not make this reduced rate,
small reduction though it be, apply
to all shipments brought to this Valley? Why did it not make the reduction on this end of the line where
it would catch all shipments? Practically all the lumber brought to Roswell is ordered for immediate delivery by wire, and the originating point
ARIZONA PASSES AN
STATUTE.

The Arizona legislature has adopted, and the governor has approved, a
law abolishing the system of licensed gambling and malting public gambling a grave offense.
E Paso's heartiest congratulations
go out to the legislature, the governor
and all of the people of Arizona. A
dark stain has been removed from the
territory's fair countenance, and the
self respect of the people will rise
like a merry hearted barometer in
a west wind.
Three cities. Tucson. ' Phoenix, and
Douglas, had already voted to abolish
public gambling by local ordinance:
Tucson two years ago took this step.
But now without warrant under the
law of the territory, the gamblers will
have a hard time of It in every town
of the commonwealth. The people
are thoroughly aroused to the wastefulness and criminality of the gambling system, and the new law will
help many a long and suffering com
munity to purge itself of this moral
and economic gangrenous disease.
New Mexico wavers still. The press
Is almost unanimously for killing gam
tiling, but the legislature cannot
Tee on a bill. The governor is very
strongly In favor of abolishing public gambling, and the people of the
cities where gambling exists openly

--

EVENING,

'

is still
divorce suit the
the legal husband of the Filipino women and as such is prevented from
marrying again. The court also allow
ed Burbank's wife $50 a month alimony, but this has never been paid.
The verdict in the Burbank case created a sensation when announced,
since many of the soldiers are alleged
to have formed alliances "with Filipino women, and these were held to
be binding by the court.

ABUSER OF FILIPINO WOMAN TO BE RELEASED.
Leavenworth. Kan, Feb. 12. When
Sidney Burbank of the
Sixth Infantry is released from the

federal penitentiary
he
will not be freed from the matrimonial ties which bind him to Concepi- con Vasquez, a fair Filipino maiden
whom tie wooed and won while soldiering in the Islands and later deserted. Burbank was convicted of embezzlement and mistreatment of his wife
and sentenced to fifteen months-- in
prison on February 13. 1906. Three
months have been deducted from his
sentence for good behavior and he
will be released from the Fort Leavenworth prison tomorrow. It is rumor
-
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Always Open.

Oklahoma Republican Rallies.
Guthrie, Okla., Feb. 12. Republican
rallies are being held in every part
of the country to day, in compliance
with the request of the state RepubliRepublican clubs
can committee.
wit be organized in each precinct
party
and the
leaders hope to awaken an ehthusiasm that will result in
the victory of the Republican ticket
in the first state election.
Muskogee. I. T., Feb. 12. Prominent Republicans from all over Indian
territory will attend the Lincoln
banquet to be given by local Republi-

cans at the Turner hotel this
ing.
South McAlester,

even-

I. T., Feb.

12

Representative Republicans from Oklahoma City, Shawnee and other cities
of the new state will be the guests of
the SIcAlester Republican clubvat a
banquet to be given at the Bushy hotel tonight In commemoration of the
birth day of Abraham Lincoln.
FACTIONAL FIGHTING IN
STREETS OF TABRIZ.
London, Feb. 11. It is announced
in, a special from Teheran this afternoon that
Bands had
seized the ammunition stores at Tabriz and faction fighting was proceeding in the streets.
The select and kindergarten school
of Mr. and Mrs. Dicken is a success
and should .be attended by all woo
wish special advantages, they also
have a night school for those who can
not attend in daytime.
94t2.

Solo Numbers for Thursday Night.
Der Asra (Rubenstein), Miss Edith
Rodkey.
I Know a Lovely Garden (D'Hardelot)
Mr. L. R. Alexander.
Veneziana, (Old English Song), Mrs.

Edward Ellis.

Long Distance Phones.

ONLY NINETEEN SAVED

its he said that he reached the
ion that Thaw's mental condition,
while still impaired, was improved
over the time of the first visit.

opin-

TO TESTIFY

OUT OF OVER

JURY WILL BE SECURED
BY END OF THE WEEK.
Spokane,
Feb. 12. When
Wash,
the trial of Steve Adams for the murWILL NOT GO ON der of Fred Tyler was resumed toDEFENDANT
THE WITNESS STAND IN
day the state had only three perempHIS OWN BEHALF.
tory challenges left and the defense
seven. It is hoped that a jury will be
secured by the end of the week.
Spokane, Feb. 11. A great legal
battle for the life of Steve Adams began today at Wallace, Idaho. Tis is

New York, Feb. 12. Counsel for
Thaw unexpectedly announced last
night that it would take about two
days more to put in the direct case
for the defense. This of course does

not take into consideration the cross
examination of Thaw's witnesses by
Jerome, but indicates plainly that
Thaw will not go on the stand.
What is regarded as an important
the
with
document in connection
trial, it is understood, was obtained
yesterday by Jerome from Abe Hummel. It is a photographic copy of
the statement which Evelyn testified
and Hummel dictated when she went
to his office with White. It is understood that it charges that Thaw
her, and even beat her. Jerome and Hummel met in a restaurant
yesterday and a brief conference followed, during which Jerome made a
number of notes. Although today is
Lincoln's birthday, 'it was decided to
hold court. It is also Thaw's birthday. He is 36- years old.
The first witness' in'the Thaw trial
today was Dr. Britton D. Evans, superintendent of the State Insane nua
pital at Morris Plains. N. J., which
he said contained an average of 1,800
patients. He first saw Thaw August
4, 190G, in the Tombs, and had visited him eight times.
Dr. Evans testified that on his first
visit, "Thaw's restlessness of eye,
suspicion of his surroundings and of
me, his nervous agitation and restlessness were such as comes from a
severe brain strain, common to those
who have recently gone through an
explosive or fulminating condition of
mental unsoundness. He exhibited delusions of a personal character, exaggerated ego, and along with them delusions of persecutory nature. He
thought himself of exaggerated importance and believed himself persecuted by a number of persons." These
symptoms
the doctor said, were
characteristic of several mental diseases.
One of the mental conditions indicated by Thaw's actions, Evans declared, was adolescent insanity. "In
adolescent insanity the patient exbut
hibits no marked symptoms,
when the stress comes" (Dr. Evans
took on a declamatory voice), "the
man does not break down as an ordinary man would. There is a complete loss of mental balance, an explosive condition of the brain, the
reason becomes dethroned, the will
power is lost and the brain is operat
ing as a ship does in a wind without
a rudder, the balance wheel is gone.
The acts of such a man are not the
acts of a normal man, but show him
to be guided by stress and disease.
His mind has left its moorings and
yields to diseased conditions."
Dr. Evans said that as a result of
-

Book

Cases
Buy what you want now, and add
is much
more convenient than any other Book Case. We handle
the best line of sectional book cases to be had in the market Any finish desired.
The sectional kind.

to it as your library grows. Cost less money and

200

Steamer Larchmont Sinks and all on Board Except
Nineteen are Drowjied.

COLLIDED

WITH

SCHOONER

considered the first step towards the
conviction of the leaders of the Western Federation of Miners who are
charged with the assasination of form
er Governor Frank Steunenberg, of
Idaho. Crime charged against Adams
is murder of Fred Tyler, settler, who The Larchmont Ran Into a Three Masted Schooner, and Within
disappeared in August 1904 and whose
Ten Minutes Went to the Bottom. Nineteen Were Saved in
body was found later, ra Harry Orthe Steamers Boats, Among Them the Captain of the Steamer.
chard's confession, which implicated
Adams and other federation men in
Collision Occurred in Zero Weather Near Block Island in
The
the murder of the Governor, it was
declared that Adams and Jack
Long Island Sound. Stories Told by the Survivors. Boflfes
killed Tyler because he had takAre Being Washed Ashore Near the Scene of the Wreck!
en up a timber claim.
Simpkins has never been found.
Adams was arrested in Feb. 1906, and
was taken to Boise where it is alleged he confessed to the Tyler murder.
Block Island, R. I., Feb, 12. Only an Associated Press correspondent toThis confession he now denies. Preliminary fight over jury is expected 19 out of an estimated total of from day that he had on board between
to take ten days or two weeks.
passengers when the col150 to 200 persons survived the sink- 150 and 200
and only eight of
lision occurred,
ing of the Joy Line steamer Larch- these escaped with their lives. At the
TO FORM A COUNTY
FARMERS' INSTITUTE. mont in Block Island Sound last night same time be said that 14 bodies had
The Roswell Commercial Club has according to an estimate made at been washed ashore, making 22 passcalled a meeting of the farmers of two o'clock this afternoon. Of those engers accounted for.
Chaves county, to be 'held Monday, saved eight were passengers, six rnen
Providence,
R. I., Feb. 12. The
Feb. 25, at which a County Farmers' and two women, and the rest were principal Joy Line office in this city
Institute will be organized. Sessions members, of the crew, including Cap- at ten o'clock this morning was withwill be held both morning and after- tain McVey. In the boats which car- out definite information concerning
noon, from 10 to 12 a. m. and from 2 ried the survivors are the bodies of the loss of life in the sinking of the
till 4 p. m. The meeting will be put several passengers who were frozen steamer Larchmont. A private meson its feet by Prof. Tinsley and Prof. to death during the trip from
the sage, however, received from Block
Vernon, of the Territorial Agricultu- wreck to the island. It is impossible Island, says that fourteen bodies
ral College. Both will speak on dry this afternoon to fix the number of have been washed ashore. The Joy
farming, spraying and kindred top- the dead. Captain McVey estimated Line officials estimate that there
ics. There will also be addresses by the number of passengers at 150 and were about 150 passengers aboard,
Pecos Valley speakers. All the farm- the crew at 50. On the basis of these and that the crew numbered about
ers of the county, as well as those figures the number of those who per- thirty.
living farther down the Valley, are ished was placed at 181. The bodies
New York, Feb. 12. Captain Mcurged to attend.
of victims were constantly being Vey, of the Larchmont, communicatwashed ashore. By noon 18 were tak- ed with the Joy Line officials in this
en from the water.
city by telephone from Block Island
early this afternoon. He said the
Block Island, R. I., Feb. 12. The Larchmont sank within ten minutes
steamer Larchmont, of Che Joy line, after the collision. After cruising
with many passengers bound from about in a small boat in the icy gale
Providence for New York, sank off from 11 p. m. to 8 a. m. today he
the northwest side of Block Island landed on Block Island. Close behind
early today after colliding with the his boat another landed, bringing 15
schooner Harry Knowl-to- dead and eight dying passengers.
off Quonochontaug.
The passen
It was said at the Joy Line offices
gers and crew from the steamer took here that word had been received
to the boats, but it is feared that that a fishing schooner bad picked
LEGISLATURE TAKES ITS USUAL some may have lost their lives, either up one
of the Larch mont's boats conDAY
by drowning or freezing, as the tem- taining five passengers and the body
HOLIDAY.
erature is below zero.
of another who had died from expoThe schooner's bow was cut away, sure.
and her captain ran her ashore west
Fire in Heart of Philadelphia.
to prevent her
of Quonochontaug
Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 12. A fire
sinking. The crew of seven men, in- in which one person was killed and
cluding Captain Haley, reached the several had narrow escapes, damaged
CITIZENS HEARD
shore safely in their own boats. The the five story building occupied by
cause of the collision is unknown. the Phoenix Pants, Overall and Shirt
The night was clear, but there was Company and Dumee Sons St. Co.,
a strong northwest wind and the sea cot.on brokers, in the heart of the
was rough.
When the first boats financial district early today. With
came
ashore
from
the steamer it was the exception of Louis Deskevsky,
Las Vegas People Appear and Talk
found that some of the occupants all of the two score employees, amof County Division. Committee Ap- were dead.
In the confusion it was ong whom were a dozen girls, espointed to Draft a New Registration not
known whether they were pulled caped. Deskevsky
jumped from the
and Election Law. Various Other from
the water after drowning or fire escape and was instantly killed.
Bills introduced.
whether they were frozen to death. Several
employees
were injured,
The Knowiton sailed from Eastport, none seriously. The property damage
Simp-kin-

"

of, the prevailing conditions and ready for a great change.
The contrast, for instance, between
Roswell and Carlsbad in this particular Is recognized by her people as
not favorable to the latter, which
still permits the criminals to ply their
xraae openly in the saloons to the
direct and indirect injury of evry
honest man.
h.1 Paso set the example.
In No
vember. 1904. and It is most gratifying to see the southwestern Sisters,
one after another, vote to ratify El
Paso's choice and abolish cue system
of licensed robbery.

THAW NOT

'

n

are ashamed

.

his first three visits he reached the
opinion that Thaw was of unsound
mind. As a result of his last Ave vis-

GEORGIA WOMEN DISCUSS PLANS FOR YEAR.
Atlanta, Ga., Feb. 12. Nearly all of
the clubs of Georgia are represented
at a meeting of the Federation of Woman's clubs, which opened in the
rooms of the Atlanta Woman's club
The conference was
this morning.
called by the executive board of the
THAW WAS INSANE
state federation to discuss plans for
the coming year. February 22 has
been appointed as literary day, when
every Georgia clubwoman will donate
one or more books to be distributed
among the rural schools of the state
Barbecue day will be April 22, when Insanity Expert Declares That His Acthe old fashioned barbecues will be
tions Indicated That State of Mind,
given by the clubwomen in every city
Him
But Later Visits Convinced
of the state, the proceeds to be used
for advancing industrial education.
That He Had Improved.

ILLIMOIS LUMBER
DEALERS IN CONVENTION.
Chicago. Feb. 12. The Seventeenth
annual convention of the Illinois Lum
ber Dealers' Association opened today
in the Lexington hotel and will last
four days. Transportation problems
freight rates and other practical ques
specispecified
is not
and cannot be
tiotis relating to the lumber business
fied in the order, and even though will be discussed.
The first annual
meeting
of the Illinois Masons' Supconsiderable of the lumber brought
ply Association an organization of
here came under the Santa Fe reduc- dealers
in cement and other building
lotion order, which it does not, the
material, will be held in connection
cal lumbermen would toe unable to with the lumberman's convention.
take advantage of it."
To Drain Cotton Lands.
It will be seen from these expresColliston, La., Feb. 12. A special
sions that the lumbermen of Roswell election
to vote a drainage tax was
agree that the redu-tioorder does held here today and it is believed that
not reduce, and is of no value to thei.hei I fropoil'tion has teatrried by a
people of the Pecos Valley. It is evi large majority. A 20 per cent per
tax will be levied for a period of
dent then, that this becomes a Ques- acre
twenty years and will gjve sufficient
tion between the lumber dealers and funds to drain 20,000 acres of the
the Pecos Valley Lines.
best cotton lands in Louisiana. AcIn regard to the charge made ag- tive work on the drainage project will
begin as soon as the bonds can be
ainst the Record that it is not giving issued
it is expected that
and sold
the railroad fair treatment, and that several drainageandcanals will be 'built
it is prejudiced against the railroad, in the district during the present
the Record would have the following year.
to say: The Record was established
Kansas Fraternal Convention.
some sixteen years ago in Roswell as
Iola. Kan.. Feb. 12. The state cona weekly paper. During all these vention
of the Junior Order of Ameriyears it has endeavored to print the can Mechanics
began here today. Ma
news, give the facts as it saw them, vor Dresbach welcomed the numerous
here from all parts of the
and to labor earnestly and unceas- delegatesMany
important matters coningly for the upbuilding and advance- state.
nected with the growth of the order
ment of the material and moral in Kansas will come before the congrowth of the peopie of the commu- vention for settlement.

nity. The Record has made mistakes,
as we all do, but honest mistakes.
The people of the Pecos Valley
have long believed that- - they were
not receiving a square deal from the
railroad company, that freight rates
are too high, and although long and
patiently borne, the burden 'became
so great that they finally employed
counsel and brought suit before the
Intersate Commerce Commission for
a reduction of these excessive rates.
The result of the hearings of this
case has not yet been announced.
Since the Record is in the business
of publishing the news, it endeavored
to print the facts regarding this suit,
or rather petition, and to tell them
with truth and fairness. The facts,
however, are not to the oredit of the
railroad company,
and hence the
charge of unfairness. The Record has
endeavored to be fair, and we believe
lias succeeded. We have endorsed the
case against the railroad because the
success of the appeal to the Interstate Commerce Commission is .vital
to the best interests of the people of
the Pecos Valley. With fair freight
rates, the growth and upbuilding of
the towns of the valley would receive
such an impetus as they have not had
since the first artesian well was bored. The present rates are high, ex
cessively so, and are doing much to
retard the development of the most
fertile and beautiful valley in the
West, and the one capable of the
greatest development.

1907

FEBRUARY 12,

CoUndertakers Roswell, Artesia, Carlsbad.

HAS THE SANTA FE

The statement published in the
Record of February 4th in regard to
reduction hi freight
the
on
rates
lumber from points on the
G. C. & S. P. railway, was believed
by the Record to be a true representation of the facts in the case. Our information was gathered from the lo-

TUESDAY

s

NOTHING

DOING

three-maste- d

n

THREE-QUARTE- R

-

and was bound from South Amboy
for Boston with coal. The Larchmont
left Providence last night for New
Special to the Daily Record.
York. She carried a crew of about
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 12. The hear fifty and had some passengers.
ing of Las Vegas citizens was today
LATER:
Captain George McVey,
concluded before the House Commit- of the steamer Larchmont, said to
tee on Counties and County Lines,
concerning Garfield county.
The Council accepted the invita- officers.
A bill by Holt
repeals sections
tion of the citizens of Torrance coun- 1241. 3439. 3440
and 3447 of the Comty to visit the towns of Torrance piled Laws.
county. The visit will be made on
The house adjourned until three
o'clock Tuesday afternoon.
Thursday.
Spiess
introduced a bill in
he
Chavez today introduced a bill in council relating
to negotiable instruthe Council providing for the benefit ments, heyond which no business of
and support of indigent persons and importance was transacted in the
council.
hospitals.
(Signed) LOOMIS.
The Council passed a bill providing
cars
sleeping
of
assessment
for the
Southern-Marlowe
Plays.
in New Mexico, and then went into
New York, Feb. 12. "The Daughter
committee of the whole for consider- of Jorio" will succeed the "Sunken
ation of Council bill No. 33, providing Bell' ir the Southern-Marlow- e
engagefor the assessment, levying and col- ment tonight, and will be' continued
lection of taxes.
through the balance of the week. Next
week there will be a repetition of
Special to the Daily Record.
Santa Fe. N. M., Feb. 11. Speaker olays previously produced, including
"Jeanne
Baca this afternoon appointed Beach, "John the Baptist" and
Studley, Mirabel. Holt and Moran as d'Arc." "Guenever" will be produced
a
with
to
act
'house
of
the
committee
during
week of February 25. and
committee of the Council to draft a "When the
Knighthood Was a Flower"
new registration and election law.
A committee consisting of Abbott, the week of March 5.
Montoya and Hudspeth, was appointed to draft a memorial to congress
Spencer-Sulliva- n
Scrap.
concerning the public range. Nine
Denver, Col., Feb. 12. Rube Spenbills were introduced in the house.
cer, a well known- Pacific coast fightA bill by Ruppe provides for the er,
fight
rounds with Kid Sulappointment of police in unincorporat- livanwillof this ten
city at the Berkeley ared county seats.
mory
tonight. An exceptionally fast
A bill by Abbott, of Santa Fe, re- bout is expected.
lates to the fees of district attorneys.
A iblH by Beach relates to the deHome for
livery of telegraph messages.
Tex., Feb. 12. A meetSherman,
issuby
to
bill
the
A
Holt relates
neld here today by the
ance of warrants on information and ing will be soliciting
committee
funds for the
belief.
of a home for
A bill by Abbott prescribes qualifi- establishment
living' in Texas,
cations for Territorial and county
.

was $75,000.
Four Killed at Crossing.
New York, Feb. 12. Four persons
were killed at the Long Island railroad crossing in Long Island City today, when the train struck a funeral
coach and smashed it.
IMPORTANT SUBJECTS
BEFORE THE CABINET.
Washington, Feb. 12. It was generally expected that at today's cabinet meeting two subjects of general
moment, the Japanese school question and the work of the Joint American-German
tariff commission, would
receive consideration. But it can be
stated on high authority that neither
of these matters was discussed.
TEXAS LABOR COUNCILS
HOLD MASS MEETINGS.
Waco, Tex., Feb. 12. Mass meetings are being called by labor councils, embodying all labor unions ia
the various cities through out , the
state to protest against the imprisonment of Moyer, Haywood and Petti-bonwho have (been in prison for
a year In Idaho. The three men were
ofllcers of the Western Federation of
Miners, and are charged) with the
murder of former Governor Steunenberg, of Idaho. The union men here
allege that the men are being illegibly restrained of their liberty and that
a conspiracy exists to keep the men
from having a trial.
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List the Cherubic Host, from the
"Holy City," by Mr. L. R. Alexander.
Mrs. Edward Ellis and Ladies Cho-

rus. Tickets at Paytoa's Drug Stora.

i

ROSWELL DAILY RECORD
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Daily, Per Week
Daily. Per Month
Daily, Per Month, (In Advance)
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with a public" meeting under the au
CUT OFF TO OPEN ON
FEBRUARY FIFTEENTH. spices of the United States Histori
ThV Santa Fe' announces that the cal society-- ; ; Several well known men
ut-o- lt
will be ready : for opera- will deliver addresses.
new".
J;
:
tion, about February 15. The com
'
1 2.
or HugheB
Feb.
pletion of this new line will afford the of New York will be the chief speakSanta' Fe a new transcontinental er at the annual Lincoln Night banroute between a point on its line in quet of the Mfddlesex club at the HoKansas and this city and will be rsed tel Brunswick this evening.
Other

An Unusually neat and
...-16-

c

600
60c

tasty line of suitable

Vaf-entin- es

"5.00

for all ages.

PUBLISHED DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY BY RECORD PUBLISHING CO

MEMBER ASSOCIATED

PRESS.

of the sun. to thee 't
This Is "Flag Day," the birthday of Child
To guard the banner of the free.
Abraham Lincoln.
To hover in the sulphur smoke.
To ward away the battle stroke.
has
Kansas
in
church
Methodist
A
And bid its blendings shine afar.
been boycotted because its hymn
Like rainbows on the cloud of war,
books are printed by an "unfair con
The harbingers of victory.
reveais appallcern." This precedent you
a
see
Flag
ever
of the brave, thy folds shall fly,
ing possibilities. Did
high.
Bible with a union label on it? Kan- The sign of hope and triumph
When speaks the signal trumpet tone,
sas City Times.
And the long line comes gleaming on.
warm and wet,
Ere yet the
artesian
Inspector
of
Wilson,
Mr.
Has dimmed the glistening bayonet.
Theo.
of
measurement
the
wells, took
Each soldier eye shall brightly turn
Kerr's well at Seven Rivers Wednes- To where thy
glories burn
day, and reports a pressure of forty-ninAnd, as his springing steps advance.
pounds to the square inch and Catch war and vengeance' from the
mina flow of over 1,000 gallons per
glance.
s
ute. This is one of be best wells In And when the
loud
a
fortune
has
Theo.
valley,
and
the
Heave in wild wreaths the battle
in tt. Carlsbad Sun.
shroud,
And gory sabres rise and fall
to
everything
Like shoots of flame on midnight's
The Democrats have
supportpall.
gain and nothing to lose byreforming
'
Then shall thy meteor glances glow
ing every honest effort at
'the laws and administration of New And cowering foes shall shrink be
good
neath
Mexico. If reform wins, we get gang
Each gallant arm that strikes below
government and if the old
messenger of deatn.
left
still
lovely
are
That
wins, the Democrats
hoaest Flag of the seas, on ocean wave
with clean hands to invite 1908
for Thy stars shall glitter o'er the brave;
Republicans to join them in
a new effort..
When death, careering on the gale.
Sweeps darkly round the bellied sail,
says:
"In
Herald
The New York
And frighted waves rush wildly back
learn
to
beginning
are
they
Albany
Before the broadside's reeling rack.
that a "governor is one who can ofanda Bach dying wanderer of the sea
aid
govern
without
..the
does
Shall look at once to heaven and thee.
boss." And if it would not be consid- And smile to see thy splendors fly
add
to
should
like
we
personal
ered
In triumph o'er his closing eye.
fact is be- Flag of the free heart's hope and
that the same remarkable
ginning to faintly dawn on the turbid
home.
intelligence of certain statesmen up
By angel hands to valor given;
at the City of the Holy Faith. Albu- Thy stars have lit the welkin dome.
querque Journal.
And all thy hues were bom in
heaven.
W. E. Thomson is now putting out Forever float that standard sheet.falls
Where breathes the foe but
addieleven hundred fruit trees, inmostly
before us.
tion to what he already has,
Freedom's soil beneath our feet,
apples, on his splendid place two With
And Freedom's .banner streaming
to
miles north of town, and intends
o'er us?
put out two thousand more in early
Joseph Rodman Drake.
spring. Mr. Thomson has one of the
best places in the valley for an orPARTY ETHICS.
chard, and judging from the efforts
he is making, will undoubtedly begin
The yellow dog days of American
to realize a splendid Income from it politics have passed. Parties must
in a few years Lakewood Progress. give men reasons for voting with
them, other than traditions and geo"Delegate W. H. Andrews writes graphy. The time has gone by in this
Will
In frlanda in SuntH FV that he
land of education when a man can
come to New Mexico immediately up successfully crack the party .whip and
congrew
m
on adjournment or
make wrong appear right, and the
ifh noTi mil will BDend several party good the larger good the aim
Fe
Territory.
Santa
months in the
for which it is necessary to strive at
any sacrifice.
New Mexican.
The school and the
reto
glad
be
should
newspapers are making men think,
New Mexico
her
from
visit
ceive an occasional
thinking men won't swallow bal
delegate in congress, for who knows and
derdash, merely because a leader
lo
to
induced
finally
be
but he
gives it to them. When men say of
cate in the Territory ana maite ma another "he is wrong," it does not suf
home with us.
flee to answer: "He is Btrong," Slow
ly as the forces of the spirit schools,
PAT.
8TOOD
YET THEY
churches, newspapers, terare bureaus
President A. B. Stickney. of the books and magazines become more
Chicago Great Western railroad says: and more important in American life,
it in e notorious and undisputed Americans are widening the area in
fact that most of the great trade mo which they see the right and wrong
nopolies of this country are iouuaeu and know them apart. And rapidly
and sustained by the rebate in
the sun is rising over the area of right
tariff. and wrong in partisan politics. Read
with the Drotective
which has, in effect, taxed the people this from the Concordia Kansan a
uw. staunch Republican paper:
i
hundreds or millions oi uouars,
governto produce revenue for the monopoThe man who does most for his par
ty is the one who has courage sufficment, .but to enrich trade
lies."
ient to criticise its readers when they
are wrong and do uphold it most
WHY DEMOCRATS GRIN.
when right. The man who
strenuously
From Santa Fe Eagle.
cannot see any fault within his own
The Albuquerque Journal Is horri- party, and deems it his ibounden duty
fied at the prospect that the present
exalt his party leaders, right or
legislature will expend more than to
wrong, has little force in bringing
125,000 during the session for the new recruits to the party standard.
pay of .additional employees. Tom a
test of party fealty is measured
Republican standpoint, we admit that The
by tiie faithfulness of the newspaper
the Journal is about right. From the
or voter in supporting
nominees
other side of the fence, however, we of his party convention the
till the polls
True,
of.
complain
can see nothing to
are
on
closed
day.
election
To worthe Territorial treasury will be de- ship at their shrine ever afterward,
Republicans,
by
will
be
pleted, but it
right or wrong, is political peonage
who will be held to account in the unworthy a right thinking man.
next campaign. We know of nothing paper believes In partisan politics. This
We
which will contribute more to Dem- also believe in the freeest discussion
ocratic success than the expenditure of men and measures before the conof $20,000 or so more than is neces- vention and after the election. Wilsary for carrying on the legislature. liam Allen White, in Emporia, Kan.,
The Democrats of the Territory, from Gazette.
a political standpoint, can look with
complacency on the depletion of the
public treasury by an overwhelmingly EDITORIAL NOTES FROM
Republican legislature. It will be inALBUQUERQUE ADVERTISER
teresting to see how the members of
The
of
friends of Hagerman
this legislature will explain to their Superintendent Trelford are and
rejoicpay
the ing because of
constituents, who have to
magnificent showfreight, why it was necessary to pay ing made by thethepenitentiary
for the
86 extra employees for falling over
each other during the session of the nine months of the past year. .
legislature, should any of them wish
Some of the republican politicians
to be returned as legislators two
aiding Hagerman in the light against
years hence.
the old gang are indignant because
the gang is robbing the governor of
THE AMERICAN FLAG.
his power. It has been suggested
that a man insisting upon hanging
around a den of thieves should not
complain when his clothes turn up
is given

Payton Drag, Book
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votes may be very necessary with a
republican legislature and republican
territorial officials, but if such practices are not desired the people had
better get busy and elect a democratic
legislature. The only way to reform
the republican machine in New Mexico is to smash it.

It is more than probable that the
machine will be able
to pass the district attorney bill over the executive veto, but if that pros
pective compromise between the two
factions is not reached soon there
after the machine boiler will blow up.
because of too much pressure on a
slightly cracked boiler. It is hard to
believe that the reformers and mem
bers of the old gang can get together,
but it now looks more than probable
that such a result will be brouyht
about by those wanting to share the
pie.

When the gentleman from Taos
introduced the bill to place the power
of filling vacancies in county offices
with the county commissioners, he
did not expect it to meet with the ap
proval of the executive, but it is un
derstood that Hagerman is heartily in
favor of the bill. It is a good and pro
per bill, the only objection being the
slight reflection the
politicians are expecting to cast upon
the executive by its passage. The
gentleman from Taos introduced the
bill taking the power of appointment
from the county commissioners, and
nis introduction of this measure sim
ply shows the ideas of politics held
by the majority of the republicans of
the territory. They have been measurably successful in keeping the offices,
however and that is all they are
after.
EDITORS.

exclusively for Its through business
to and from the California ports.
The Southern Kansas division and
the Pecos Valley line will be used as
links in this new route, which will
tran verse the Panhandle of Texas,
instead of by way of La Junta, Colo.,
and down through New Mexico, as at
present.
The importance of this new line
will not only be that it will save
about twenty hours time for passen
ger trains between Chicago and San
Francisco, but it will also mean an
enormous saving in the cost of opera
tion. The 'heavy grades of the La
Junta route have long been the source
of heavy cost. To cut down the time
between Chicago and San Francisco
twenty-fou- r
hours is an achievement
of which the advocates of the new
route are very proud. It is stated by
officials of the road that there is no
question about being able to reduce
the time that much and it is not un
likely that the actual running time
of the passenger trains may be still
shorter than is now estimated. Las
-

.
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is the most complete
been shown in
the city. We are making very close figures on
these goods, and inviteyouto come and examine

and

up-to-da-

sentative hall this evening.

line

that has ever

them. We think we can suit the most exacting
IN STYLE AND PRICE

r!

Skating Championships.
New York, Feb. 12. The United
States ice skating championships are
being iield today at Verona Lake, N.

W. P. Lewis Hardware Co
The Pioneers of Fair Price.

J. The winners at the Saranac Lake
Montreal and Newburg races are taking part in the event, which has attracted many spectators from New
York.
Mardi Gras in Paris.

Paris, Feb.

run-abou- ts

te

Day club in Repre-

Colored Lincoln

12.

Shrove Tuesday

Is

Tri-Cit-

i66 ACRE S
Watertight Land,

Hondo

acres in alfalfa.

40

This land

can be had for a few

days at

$35.00 per acre.
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that our line of buggies, surreys, park
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Kipling's
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Carlton & Bell

303 NORTH riAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.

Phone No. 35

Get Our Estimates on Bills

Kemp Lumber Co
Whol esale and Retail Dealers in

Lumber
The very best grades. We will satisfy you
Come and inspect our stock.

at

all times.

Classified "Ads."

:

con-nootir- m

'

prominent men who will deliver addresses include Representative WaSon
of Indiana, Representative Julius Kaba
of California and William H. McKel- vey, editor of the Brooklyn Eagle. ...
Topeka, Kan., Feb. 12. W. T. Vernon, registrar of the treasury at Wash
ington, is expected to be the chief
speaker at the annual meeting of the

being observed as a holiday through
out France today. Thousands of vis
itors are flocking into Paris today for
the carnival. In the annual processVegas Optic.
ion arranged by the Paris committee
of fetes for tonight each of the twenGreat Gotham Dog Show.
ty wards of the city will be representNew York, Feb. 12. The Madison ed by a car of symbolical Incidents
Square Garden is thronged with spec from Its history, and also its princi
tators today, the occasion being the pal monuments.
opening of the annual bench show
McFarland-Kinne- y
Bout.
of the Westminister Kennel club, the
Davenport, la., Feb. 12. Steve Ken-negreat event of the year in dogdom. Ma
ny thousands of canines, representing
and Packy McFarland will meet
597 classes of more or less distinct in a fifteen round bout before the
Athletic club here this evening.
breeds are housed in the big garden.
The shrill yelps of Milady's lap dogs, The boys will weigh in at 133 pounds
the baying hounds, the barking of col at 6 o'clock.
lies and the rumbling growls of the
Love-WeeBout Postponed.
bulldog echo throughout the build
Cripple Creek Col.. Feb. 12. The
ing, rising above the din of conversa
tion as the enthusiastic dog lovers fight between Freddie Weeks and
discuss the good points of theri favor Tommy Love, which was to have been
ite breeds. It is beyond doubt the pulled off tonight, has been postponed
greatest barking competition of the indefinitely at the request of Love.
most magnificent collection of thoro- - The fight will probably take place
later in the month.
bred canines ever held in America.
In point of of number the Boston
The following is the program for
terriers are the Real big noise of the morning work at the private school
show, 312 of that breed being on ex at 106 South Kentucky Avenue:
10 min.
hibition. The collies are next on the Singing and prayer,
Words,.
15 min.
list with 244 entries, bespeaking the Voice
10 min.
constantly increasing popularity of SpellingCulture,..
10 min.
that most intelligent breed of can- Physical Culture
15 min.
Reading,
10 min.
ines. The bulldogs, which In previous
Drawing
10 min.
shows led in number of entries, are Kindergarten
25 min.
work
third on the list with 193, while 114 Numbers
10 min.
bull terriers are shown.
Closing Exercises,
5 min.
In addition to the $12,000 in cash
Now is the time to get good Corn
prizes offered by the Westminister
Kennel club, cups, medals and gold Oats, Bran Chops and Hay, as our
Trading
prizes aggregating in value about line is complete. Roswell
$25,000 will be given by the various Co.
societies and clubs. The breeds most
Legal Blanks of all Kinds for sale
liberally provided for In the premium at the Record Office.
list are collies, Boston terriers, bull
dogs, Airedale terriers and fox terriers
For these breeds an innovation has
been made in the way of a junior class
for pups, the conditions prescribing
animals between 6 and 18 months of
age. Many of these young hopefuls
are on exhibition and are creating a
FOR SALE.
great deal of comment among the spe
FOR SALE.
Land scrip. W. G.
ctators.
42tf
Sklllmaa.
In the Pointer and English Setter
classes there are a large number of FOR SALE: My place for sale. .Apply Jack Fletcher, 109 N. Lea. S6t7
famous dogs entered and the section
allotted to these breeds is a center FOR SALE: A new
stoneware
of Interest for sportsmen. Liberal
laundry tub. Address H. J. Schwartz
enlarge
prizes offered have attracted
93t5
tries in the classes for Great Danes, FOR SALE: High grade piano, price
cocker spaniels, beagles, Russian wolf
reasonable, 408 N. Richardson Ave.
93t6
hounds, English shepherds, Dalmatians and Pomeranians.
FOR SALE:
Three or four miles
open woven wire fence. Apply OaThe exhibition for fox hounds is the
tf.
sis ranch, or phone 347.
most complete ever shown in the
One rotary and drop
garden and several special prizes are FOR SALE.
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
offered by the Masters of Foxhounds
29tf
or write the Oasis Ranch.
Association, an organization composed of leading hunt clubs of New York
Mass., Pennsylvania, Maryland, VirFOR RENT.
ginia, North Carolina and other states FOR
Three furnished rooms
RENT:
The number of fine dogs shown and 200 East 8th St.
93t6
the interest manifested in them prove FOR RENT:
house furnishconclusively that the sport of followed or unfurnished. Apply 821 N.
ing the hounds is by no .means ex93t2.
Main St.
tinct In this country. - Two Masters' FOR RENT: Large Sunny Room for
Challenge plates .will be awarded by
two, also board. Phone 149, 719 N.
the association for the best pack of
85tf
Main St,
both English
and American foxhounds. ,
WANTED.

"Editors," says the handsome man
who ownes and operates the Lawrence
Journal "makes us tired." That is a
strange coincidence; they make us
lired too. We sometimes think that
if it wasn't for editors and editing
this would be a pretty fair sort of a
world. But editors are forever taking
their crowbars and raising the devil
and the devil is always to pay when
he gets started, and often there is no
pitch hot. and there being no pitch
hot the devil unpaid goes up and down
the world seeking whom he may devour. All the trouble in the world
is started by editors. And what do
they get out of it nothing but board
ind clothes and the support of their
humiliated and discredited families.
Why are editors, anyway? What
everlastingly and eternally is the use?
The editor riseth in the morning full
of high hopes and beautiful bulging ideals, and he goes to bed at night
full of unavailing regrets and typographical errors. He pranceth up to
the dragon of devil, and soaketh It.
when lo, it champeth and snorts and
he is not. He merely monkeyeth with
the buzz saw of popular sentiment and
picketh himself up in a sack and
himself to the scrap heap. He
on his decency and patteth
himself on the back; yea he annolnt-ethimself with unction, and churn-ethis opponent to cheese. He
himself on the belly and pointeth
with pride. But behold his alibi crum
beleth; his
wrinkleth; his
starch melteth as wax, and when the
report of the committee on conduct
and behavior cometh, the editor, even
the editor of great pride, appeareth
before men of the
from the
other deck. This also is vanity.
You bet the editor makes us tired.
If it wasn't for the editor we would,
be a happy people. But as it is we
sometimes wonder why we shouldn't
take a hop, skip and jump and go sail
ing into history without waiting for
the tooth of time to gnaw at our
vitals. The editor is a bad lot. There
should be a law against him. There
should be an open season on editors
so that they might be killed from New THE CELEBRATIONS OF
LINCOLN'S BIRTHDAY.
Years to Christmas. For editors certainly make us tired. Will White in
Washington, Feb. L2. The S&th,
Emporia Gazette.
anniversary of the birthday of Abraham Lincon will be observed here
Subscribers for Daily Record.
Daily
The
Record wants hundreds
of new subscribers in the Pecos Valmissing.
ley and Eastern New Mexico and it
The Holt bill, prohibiting the terri- is going to get them. We want live
torial officials corrupting legislators energetic men
to help ua gfet these
by the offer of offices in return for
subscribers and with that end in view
Good four room Cottage, 2
will make it well worth the time of
acres of land, with ditch water
the right kind of young man to look
right, one mile east of Court
Into this- matter.
The Dally Record is the only daily House, to trade for small resipaper in Eastern New Mexico, and
dence property in town.
more real news than any other
prints
When Freedom from her mountain
will
You
find
nice
a
of
lot
,
height
paper in the Territory, with the exfresh Candy, jast from the
Unfurled her standard to the air.
ception of Albuquerque papers. We
azure robe of night,
tore
the
She
kitchen. Don't the follow- And
Agent.
set the stars of glory there.
should
have more readers of the Daily R. H. McCUNt.
ing pound like it would be
She mingled with its gorgeous dyes
Record ami we are going to get them.
;
The milky baldric of tie skies,
good?
'
And strisped its pure celestial white
proposition
We have a hammer of
Turkish Nougat."
Building and Loan
With streaking of the morning light;
'"
persona.
right
to
Call
offer
the
around
mansion in the son .
"Yankee Toast."
Then from his
Via
OVa
m.u tnttA Hskwn
Real Estate
at our office and see the business man
"Cocoannt Drops."
And gave into his mighty hand '
ager
we
to
offer.
have
and
hear
what
Insurance
land.
symbol
Fire
""Coeoanut
Brittle."
of her chosen
The
Majestic monarch of the cloud, '
and-- Bonding Co.
For Sale.
Who rear" st aloft thy. regal form;
-. Special
bargain: Five acres one
To hear the tempest trumplngs Aoud.
And see the lightning lances driven,
fourth mile from court house, good
.Candy-Stor- e
When strive the warriors of the
bouse, alfalfa, water right, tf
storm.
. : CARLTON
BELL. "
of heaven.
And rolls the thunder-dru-

At The
Candy Store

CMQJ dDdo 0 T.

Bos-ton,-

Parties to take contract
to break up land. Apply to R. C.
Nisbet, 80G N. Penn. ave.
WANTED:
Boarders at the
Business College boarding
house, $20 per month, board and
WANTED:

Wool-verto-

room.
WANTED:

n

man
At once, young
about 20 years old to work in retail
store. Address Leek Box B, city.
92tf.
- By two ladies,
one or
WANTED.
two rooms furnished for light house
keeping, by March first. References
exchanged. Apply Record office.
94t3
or lady to
WANTED: Gentleman
travel for Mercantile House of large
Territory at home or
Capital.
abroad to suit. If desirable the
home may be used as headquarters.
Weekly salary of $1,000 per year,
and expenses. Address, Jos. A. AlS4tl
exander, Roswell, N. M.
.

LOST.

LOST:
office.
LOST:
-

-

We have the largest and finest lot of Valentines in Roswell. Our stock consists of both fancy and comic, ranging
in price from lc to $ 10.00. Take a look at our north win-

dow.

.

Drug &
I Roswell

Jewelry Co.

FOR SALE.
Residence Lots Cheap
as Dirt.
An eight room house, 6 lots, nice
shade trees, good sidewalks, close in
and conveniently located. Good artesian well, $5,500.
Nice new five room house, 100 feet
southeast front, sidewalk. A good bargain at $2,200.
A spendid bargain in 16 acres of
unimproved land, Railroad and 2nd
Street front. Two blocks from court
house. $1,000 cash, balance on easy
terms at low interest.
Some alfalfa land in artesian belt,
ditch water right: 26 acres sown to
alfalfa. The alfalfa on adjoining 40
acres yielded a net income last year,
1906, of more than 15 per cent. Near
town, spendid location.
A good 160 acres of Hondo water
right land. Some 40 acres of alfalfa,
good house, land fenced. Valued at

R.

Some Choice

$37.50

per acre.
CARLTON

303 N. Main

&

BELL.

street.

P. V. & N. E. TIME TABLE.
(Railroad , Time.)
Northbound, arrive
10:10 a. m.
Northbound, depart, ,
10:25 a. m.
4:50 p.m.
Southbound, arrive
5:00 p.m.
Southbound, depart
M. D. BURNS. Agent.
To Property Owners:

We have several cash customers
for good residence property, vacant
tL
residence lots, and vacant business
Yesterday afternoon, lady's property. If you have anything you
call at our office and
jacket. Finder return to want to
office and receive reward. give ns a description of your property. Our past record is proof that
A gold watch with fob, be- we can sell it.
Main Si
tfo. Ave., and
CARLTON & BELL.
return to Record Office and
Opposite
Postoffice.
93t2
reward.

L

LUND

LAWYER

Specialty "lining Law
Navajo Block. 324 N. Main.

DORMANT ROSEBUSHES

At
ALAMEDA GREEN HOUSES.
Telephone 184.

J.

W. C. Held.

Reid

&

M.

HerTey.

Hervey

LAWYERS
Room 9, Texas Block. Phone

sai

Dr. T. E. Presley
SPECIALIST.

EYE EAR, NOSE & THROAT.
Office Hoars: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
m. Office: Oklahoma Block

Dr. A. Anderson
SPECIALIST

STOflACH- -

INTESTINES

AND

DISEASES OF WOMEN.
OFFICE OKLAHOMA BLOCK.

Fur,: finder return to Record

brown
Record

LOST:
v

VALENTINES GALORE!

tween
Finder
receive

E. B. STONE
GROCERIES

HAY AND
GRAIN

Phone 220, 5th and flo.

side of the river, and .Dona, ' Ana,.N.
Junction
M., was quite a town, the
ua
point of the great Cooke roaa to
-;
ifornia and the "Santa Fe trailfield
road, and San Antonio road
from' the east. It took the divine gift
of prophecy to see ahead as these fel
lows did, and it is ntA'for' ds at this
day to despise the word of those" pro
phets whose eyes saw more clearly
than did those unaccustomed to the
free and glorius west.
Today the Panhandle of Texas, and
the old Staked Plains of dreaded mem
ory, then an all but impassable des
GIVES
HAGERMAN
ADVANTAGES OF THE PROPOSED ert are teeming with people. Home- GOVERNOR
IN
STRONG,
HIS
REASONS
cowmen
have
driven
steaders
the
ROUTE DESCRIBED BY
back. Farms and fences cover the
PLAIN TERMS.
CAPT. MARCY.
range of the buffalo and the Comanche (buffalo eater) of but half a cen
tury ago. The Pecos Valley has be
come a suburb of paradise.
El Pa
so, Texas, as forecasted by those wise
old pioneers, is the largest city In a
territory of 1.000.000 square miles;
ACT WAS ILLEGAL
GREAT PACIFIC ROUTE
with no rival within 600 miles in any
push
through
direction. Railroads
the southwestern region, and there are
two great routes from here to the Pa-

RAILROAD TO

Butter--

ERST VETO

MESSAGE

EL PASO

'

cific.
Yet another road is called for by
way of the Pecos Valley from El Pa Appropriation for Pay of Extra EmAcross the Plains of Texas, Through so to the Red river. Just, as Marcy
ployees Waa Contrary to the Fedthe Pecos Valley and On to El Paso, and Johnston, French and Emory,
Law and Could Not Be Approveral
a Route 200 Miles Shorter Than Whiting and Smith, and many other
Should Be
ed,
for
That Reason.
warrior-propherecommended
in
the
Any Present Pacific Route. ProfitPaid Out in Manner Provided For
days
when
on
'men
staked
lives
their
able From the Start.
the westward glance.
By Law.
El Paso Is destined to make this
railroad a reality. We must reach out
if we are to win. We must prove our
selves the splendid masters of our
splendid destiny.
In 1849, 58 years ago, Capt. R. B.
It is the great work before thje peo
The first veto message by GoverMarcy. 5th United State infantry. ple of EI Paso today. All else is
Hagerman. is in full, as follows:
nor
puny
cannot
Small
it.
and
We
beside
with a military escort, under orders
from the government at Washington build the road ourselves, but we are To the Hon. R. L. Baca. Speaker,
to make sure that it shall be
and the Members of the House of
to find and mark the best route for able
soon, by men worthy
of the Representatives pf the Thirty-Sevent- h
military and Immigration purposes built,
trust.
between Fort Smith, Ark., and Cali
Legislative Assembly, of the TerriIt is not hard today to see, as Capt.
fornia, traversed the same route that Marcy,
years
tory of New Mexico, Santa Fe N.
nearly
60
saw
V.
S.,
5th
was gone over within the past t'nree ago.
M.
this airline route from St.
weeks by the Rl Pasoans investigating Louis that
Memphis to El Paso and
Gentlemen: I have the honor to
conditions with reference to a pro on to and
most
the nearest Pacific port, San
i respectfully return herewitn
posed new railroad out of El Paso.
Diego is destined to be. within a few without my approval house joint resoIn his report Capt. Marcy states:
years probably
shortest and best lution No. 4. providing for the pay"The advantages which this, route overland railway,thewhich
be feared ment of employes and contingent expossesses over others adapt it 1n a fought over and courted will
by the great penses of the legislature. The reso
preeminent degree to the construction est of the great in the powerful
lution provides for the appropriation
of a railroad. From all the examina- of railway builders and managers.clan of
$3,362 to pay salaries of interpre
tion and consideration I have been ' If we do not rise to the need and
translators and contingent expen
able to give the subject, I cannot re- the opportunity, someone else will. ters,
the house of representatives,
sist the strength of my own convic and reap a rich reward. Why not ses of
$2,396 to pay the salaries of inter
tions rhat any experienced and impar keep the profit and glory at home? and
preters,
and contingent ex
tial engineer after a tnorough and There are men in El Paso who have penses oftranslators
the council. It further pro
careful reconnoisance of all the differ earned the right to lead this move- vides that'
upon presentation of the
ent routes, would at once give this ment to victory. Cooperation will resolution itself to the auditor of the
the preference over any other between move worlds.
territory, the auditor shall draw his
tne Mississippi Valley and California.
warrant against the territorial treas
"From El Paso to near where we BOY AWAITING TRIAL
urer in favor of the speaker of the
. CHARGED WITH MURDER.
crossed the Red River, a distance of
house of representatives and the presi
700 miles by wagon road, there are
Portland, Ore.. Feb. 12. In the Col dent of the council for the. said sum;
probably as few difficulties to encoun- umbia county jail at St. Helen, a lit
and that the treasurer is ordered to
ter as upon any other road that can tle
town thirty miles northwest of pay the same on the presentation of
be found in the country. Throughout
said warrant. It is further provided
the entire distance it would not be here. Albert Olman. a 13 year old that
said sums shall after the passage
necessary to make a single tunnel; boy ia awaiting trial on a charge of
the resolution be paid out as may
there would be but few heavy excava- having murdered his foster mother. of
legbe directed by the thirty-seventtions or embankments; and for a Mrs. Ayers. The youth
has confess islative assembly. For the first time
great portion of the distance, the surin many years the legislature of New
face of the earth is so perfectly ed to the crime telling how he slip- Mexico
is able to legally appropriate
smooth that it would appear to have ped up behind the aged woman, peace money from
the terriatorial treasury
been designed by the Great Architect fully knitting in her rocking chair. to pay
for extra employes and contin
of the Universe for a railroad.
"From Red River the railroad could and sent a bullet crashing through ent expenses. The act of congress
be carrier to Fort Smith or any other her brain. 1 ne motive for the deed of June 19, 1878, after setting forth
thought by the officers to have been what should be the subordinate offi
point without difficulty. This, united is
robbery, although the boy denies this cers of each branch of the territorial
with a railroad from the Rio Grande and
asserts that his only reason for legislature and the pay they should
to San Diego. Cal., would give us a killing
his benefactress was that she receive, provided that "no greater nugreat national highway across our con had
mber of officers or charges per diem
threatened to whip him.
tinent from the Atlantic to Pacific; in
She struck me with a piece
of should be paid or allowed by the
a very direct line."
to any territory.
Capt. Marcy. in his very full report wood" Bald the boy in his confession. United States
An act passed on May 28, 1896, ap
and threatened to beat me. The
gives reasons for his decision. He rifle
was in the hall and I picked it plicable alone to New Mexico, follows
was assured by all the best guides up and
shot her. I did not feel sorry That no other officer of either house
In New Mexico that north of Mesilla for
fall of said legislature shall be elected or
Valley there was ao point along the off what I done until I saw herspurt
appointed, or paid out of any money
chair, with the blood
Rio Grande where wagons could pass ing the
the wound. Then I ran appropriated by the congress of the
westyard through the great moun- from from
the house and told the neighbors United States except a translator and
tain ranges; tie old Santa Fe trail that some
an interpreter."
one had shot mother."
It has been therefrom Independence, Mo., had to turn
was not until some time after fore, clearly and unmistakably illegal
due south 300 miles to Mesilla or theIt crime
the boy was suspected. for the territory to appropriate or ex
Dona Ana before it could cut-owest V nen he that
was finally accused by the pend any money for salaries of sub
ward. The route by way of the Hueco sheriff he ad milted that he was the ordinate officera for contingent exand Guadalupe ranges and across the murderer. ' Through
all he was penses. When it has been done, it
southern part of the Staked Plains very cool, nonchalent itand
been done contrary to law. AH
to the Red River, Capt. Marcy declar- ed as any hardened criminal. He said has
that the territory was entitled to for
ed to be at least 200 miles shorter that he was sorry, but the words were carrying on the legislature
was $24,-25as part of the California trail, than unimpassioned and expressed no real
appropriated by
federal govthe Santa Fe route. He also states grief. If he has ever suffered the ernment, which sum the
has been distrithat the probability of agricultural pangs of remorse his jailors are not buted as follows: Salaries, subordidevelopment by this route is far great aware of
nate officers $3,060 ; salaries of memit.
er than by the more northerly routes. The suspicion
that the murder was bers, $8,880; mileage of .members,
He calls attention to the high mounstationery, rent, etc., $2,500; prin
and premeditated
is
tains and deep snows of the north- borne out by the discovery that Mrs.
ting, $3,750; salaries, expenses etc..
ern routes, and to other disadvantages Ayers was twice robbed a short time of the secretary's office, $3,560. Total
as compared with southern route.
before her tragic death, once of $10 $24,850.
Strangely enough, though railroad and at another time of $5. While the
The amount provided by the Fedafter railroad has been built In the boy was not suspected at the time, it eral government nas been clearly insouthwest no one has yet adopted this nas since been found that he had sur- adequate. Realizing this to be a fact
particular route, despite its great ad- reptitiously purchased a $10 ritle pro I took steps to find a remedy and in
vantages. Within the years from the bably purchased with the money stol annual report to the secretary of the
close of the war with Mexico to the en from his foster
that he Interior represented to him that the
opening of the civil war. not less than later killed. On the mother,
night of the New Mexico legislature is confronted
a. dozen army engineers went over the crime the investigations of the sherwith that anomalous condition of afvarious routes and decided on this iff discovered
the bed where Mrs fairs which obliges it to transact all
one by way of the Huecos and the Ayers slept that
was business with the aid of eight emand where
Guadalupes as the best available, the known to secret money, had she
in each branch, four of whom
ran ployes
been
shortest and the easiest on man and sacked. It is this fact that causes
are not actiive workers or supply a
beast. One after another, with mirac- many to believe that the boy did not number sufficient to meet the actual
ulous foresight, they recommended commit
by evasion of the federal
murder in a passion of an- exigencies
that this route be chosen for a great ger, as the
statutes. I pointed out that those stasays,
motive
he
bis
but
that
transcontinental railroad.
tutes had been evaded, that a number
robbery.
It remains for the people of El Pa- was
of employes not wholly sufficient but
Oleman
slight
is
his
and
small
for
so, more than half a century after age
t,
glaringly
had been sup
does
and
not
more
to
look
be
than
these men gave to the nation their 10 or 11. In
plied in the past by such evasion and
uses
conversation
he
devoted services, to carry out their chosen language and his manners are in order that the embarrassing conwise suggestions. What these men above reproach. He is good looking, dition might be ended I strongly recwrote is as true today as It was then,
a high, intellectual forehead, yet ommended that a bill be passed by
and that the railroad builders have with
appropriating $13,000 for ad
has the ears of a criminal and an congress
neglected this most feasible route is he
ditional employes and contingent ex'incanny glitter of the eyes which be- penses,
no evidence that it is not today an op- speaks
fully
setting forth the situaan abnormal brain. The most tion
ening of wonderful promise, destined charitable
and stating that the estimate
may
opinion
exwhich
be
to be perhaps the greatest "overland pressed
about him is that he is one had been arrived at after consultation
trail- - of the age.
of
those
unfortunates who have been
In those days the whole region here
"marred In the making" and whom
a bouts was harassed by Apaches, and hereditary
instincts have already
further east, by the Comanches.
Imbranded as an assassin and a crimimigrants were urged to move only in nal.
1
large bodies and always under military escort. Grizzly bears and other
"Meet Me on the War Path."
savage beasts Infested the Guadalupe,
Organ, and Hueco mountains. There onNorfolk, Va, Feb.. 12. "Meet me
the war path," will be the slogan
no "El Paso" on the American of all
the visitors to the Jamestown
Two. Balls Adjuster
exposition to be held here next spring
What the Midway was at Chicago,
Just the thing:
the Pike at St. Louis and the Trail
at Portland, the War Path- will be at
Jamestown, only more so.- It will be
1,288 feet long and 730 feet wide and
Office, .Store or Home.
there will be two parallel streets, mak
'
If you use
ing a total frontage of more than a
mile. A miniature elevated railroad
runs along three sides of the War
LIGHTS
ELECTRIC
aath. affording cheap and rapid transportation. Among the spectacular
Come in and let me
and panoramic concessions already
you how to get
show
granted are "The Battle Between the
more light for less mon- Monitor and the Merrimac," "The
Destruction of San Francisco," "Paul
Revere'g Ride," "The Pyramids, of
Ci A t II
IB
Egypt.- - "The Gardens of Old Japan.'
Stay Put at Any
"Modern Japan,- - "Swiss Village" and
ts
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Piano Bargains

For

.'Height

"The Palace of History."

If yon buy right yon can always
sell for a profit. Boy real estate from

Bernard Pos Piano Co
EXPERT TUNING.
.1

Telepaom

321.

Carlton

.

Ben.

.
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We. have all kinds of bargains In
city property of all kinds. Sea as before you buy. Carlton V BelL

1 then
of President Roosevelt will be remem
bered is the enactment of die reclamawent to Washington and urged the
; tion law under which ail the work
necessity of such an appropriation.
of the reclamation service is done.
(The governor then shows by present
It would be singular es well as extreing telegrams from the secretary of
mely unfortunate If during his
the Interior and tne chairman of the
house- committee on territories, Mr.
a policy should be adop- Hamilton,- 4hat his suggestions had
.ted --respecting the, gentry; andjsajeijat L
mthlin
with by an set which
.wblfh would defeat, the
will undoubtedly become a law allow
whole attempt to reclaim large areas
ing the territory to appropriate not
of arid lands with the. aid of the naexceeding $15,000 for additional em
tional government.
ployes and contingent expenses.) We
The best way to help the existing
coal companies is to prevent the peo- are therefore, now clearly in a posi
iple from acquiring possession of coal
tion so that not more than $15,000 can SOME
FAVOR LEASING PUBLIC rlands now belonging to the Federal CHRISTIANS DECIDE ON A, BIG.
be lawfully appropriated for the payIMPROVEMENT.
Government.
DOMAIN; SOME DO NOT.
It Is idle to talk about
ment of additional employes and condeveloping mineral lands under a li
tingent expenses; and I am ready to
cense system. Grants and Mcenses
approve the expenditure of such part
of that kind may work well enough
of that sum as may in the opinion of
under monarchial governments, but
the legislature prove necessary.
they are so entirely out of line with
cannot see my way clear, however, to
approve the appropriation of this mo
the American spirit, that the people
OLD MISSION STYLE
COW
OR
IT
MEN
STRONG
ney in the form a house joint resoiu
of this country would have nothing
to
iwth
do
them.
is
herewith returned
tion No. 4, which
. The first duty of congress in rebecause that resolution contains no
spect to the public lands is to protect
provision for accounting for the money, and is in form almost identical
the people in their right to acquire
homes on the public domain. These
with the resolutions passed by other
lands are a part of
heritage of the
legislatures under which large sums They Claim
the Horse Men are With people, and every the
faculty should be Five Thousand Dollars Will Be Spent
were appropriated for similar purposin Adding to Both Size and Appear,
Them.,
The Sheep Men Against provided for turning them into homees for which no accounting whatever
ance of the Present Building and
was made, or if made, such account
It, Giving Their Principal Reason steads. The settlement and future
ing cannot be found in the territor
of states like Colorado and ..Work is to be Commenced by tha
as a Philanthropic One. The Ques- growth
Wyoming demands that the publiq
ial archives. Whether rightfully or
First of April.
Reclamait
as
tion
to
Relates
the
lands be left as open as possible for
wrongfully the method of. expending
tion Service.
the establishment of homes by the
the money appropriated by these re
thousands of .people who are looking
solutions has given rise to severe criti
with eagerness toward the Far West
cism throughout the territory.
and its opportunities.
have no doubt, whatever but that the
sums provided for under this reso
The congregation and membership
lution would be properly accounted
MORE VOTES CAST
for; but what the people demand, and
THAN
WERE
COUNTED.
the Christian church took a unanof
supposition
general
The
that the
in what in my opinion is imperative
The following is an account of the imous vote at the Sunday
morning
is that any and all resolutions passed stockmen of the Southwest, that is,
contest cast in one service in favor of rebuilding their
by the legislature for the disposal the stockmen of New Mexico and Ar- Larrazolo-Andrew-s
of this money should contain specific
precinct in Colfax county:
house of worship this spring. While
provision for such accounting, naming izona, were a unit against the leas
The hearing in the Larrazolo-Atiie employes and their employment, ing of the public domain, has proven
the change wilfc be in the form of reand the salaries they are receiving to be a mistake. While the sheep drews delegate election contest was pairs
and improvements, the church
and specifying that the method of pay growers are not in favor of it and closed in this precinct Tuesday night.
be-- practically rebuilt, for when
Tig out the money should be the same
will
as that of other ' territorial funds have their representatives in Wash- February 5th. Forty witnesses were
namely, through the auditor of the ington "plugging" against the meas heard on behalf of contestant. These the workman have finished the house
territory, upon duly sworn vouchers, ure, the cow men are strongly in fa- forty testified that they had voted will be greatly enlarged and will be
the money to be paid in each instance vor of it, and they claim that the for Larrazolo, and swore on the wit so changed in appearance it will not
through a warrant by the treasurer.
men are with them on the ness stand that the ballot box was in be recognizable as the same strucI most respectfully represent that we horse
visible during the entire conduct ol ture. It will be finished on the outside
proposition.
are now in a position where there is
election. The prosecution alleges
the
no reason whatever for adopting any
Uncle
Bob Johnston and B. H. that it had nine other reliable wit- in the old mission style, the bricks
subterfuge or resorting to any tech Marsh called at the Record office nesses
who voted for Larrazolo who being covered with cement and the
nical or actual iaws in the approprianow
are
absent from the territory or cornices and corners to match.
morning
and, speaking for the
tion of this money. In the expendi- this
The addition will be on the south
ture of the same there is every reason cattlemen of this section of the Ter- theIt precinct.
alleged by the Democrats that side df the present building and will
why, in order to avoid any possible ritory, asked to be placed on record effortis was
made to intimidate wit- be 18x48 feet, the present building becriticism that might arise, every pre- publicly as in favor of the leasing nesses, but none
were shaken except
caution should be taken to have the proposition. They said:
one young man who it is claimed, ing 30x52. The addition will be arexpenditure of the funds made in
"The cow men in this country have after signing a certificate that he had ranged with opening doors which will
the same manner as other territorial
voted for Larrazolo and would so tesfunds. This is manifestly the right not made a cent, above all expenses, tify, when put on the stand swore either make of it two lectures rooms,
each 16x30, or throw it into the main
way to look at the matter and my ac- in five years, but they are willing to he voted for Andrews.
tion in returning to you this resolu pay for the use of the public range,
gave
The official returns
Larrazolo auditorium, which will be 48x52 feeL
tion is far from being based upon any
votes in that precinct. Contes- This hugh auditorium will be finishthirty
and
measure
should
be
think
the
any
intention, even remote, to cast
tant alleges
the result of the ed with a raised floor and all modern
reflection upon any member of the leg adopted. It would create a revenue hearing gives that
. improvements,
him not less than
conveniences and finislature, is animated by my sincere for the government and for the differishings.
desire that there shall be no possi- ent counties as well, for ten per centpolicy
being
or
rule
The
now
ruin
ble excuse for criticism by anyone in um
The front of the building will be
of the fund goes to the county followed by the Bursum gang in Sanany part of the territory.
decidedly
is
disgusting
Fe
ta
attractive. The tower will
all
respectable
to
where the land is located. The mix- republicans in
I hare the honor to be
this precinct, especially
Respectfully yours,
lug of cattle and sheep has proven since the revelation of how elections be removed. The opening will be in
H. J. HAGERMAN,
successful and profitable in Southern have been conducted in Mr. Bursum's the corner of the two sections of tha
building, with a large portico, with
Governor of New Mexico. Texas, where it is now being done own county. Albuquerque Journal:
big columns, mission style.
state
law.
under the
NOTICE OF SHERIFF SALE.
The iplana for the building are now
Proposals for Bridge.
'This talk about the leasing law
By .virtue and authority of an exBoard of County Commission- 'n the hands of J. M. Nelson & Co.
The
hindering
In
all
bosh.
is
settlement
ecution issued from the office of the
ers of Chaves County, New Mexico, The contract for the work is to let by
clerk of the District Court in and for the first place, if the law passes, the will consider sealed proposals to furpril 1, and work is to be commenced
Chaves County, Territory of New Mex leasing will be allowed only in 'lease nish all material, construct and erect immediately after that date. The
districts,"
to
which
are
set
be
aside
ico, and to me, directed wherein T.
a wooden highway bridge over North ihurch people expect to spend about
L. Carothers is plaintiff and Andrew by the President. He will not set
Olson is defendant being suit number aside any lease district in a locality Spring River, just east of Blashek's $5,000 on their improvements.
999 on the docket of said court. I that is being settled extensively. In mill, as per plans and specifications
Big Crowd at the Octoroon.
have levied upon and seized the fol- addition to that, the law will provide on file in the Probate Clerk's office
again
Majestic was crowded
The
charged
lowing described chattels
at
Roswell.
per centum of the land in a
night when the Spooner Dramatic
last
with the lien of an mortgage and that ten
must
Each
a
file
bidder
certified
Judgment therein dated 14 day of De- leased district may be settled in a
Company put on "The Octoroon."
cember. 190fi, for the sum of $210.00 year. It is safe to say that more than check for $100.00 with his bid, to The play is full of thrilling scenes
and interest and attorneys fees for ten per centum of the public domain show good faith and that he will enand these took well with the audiSaid s not settled in five years."
ter contract if awarded him.
$21.00 and for costs thereon.
ence,
as shown by the enthusiastic
property described as follows:
must
All
bids
ba filed with the ProSidney Pitt, who lives 65 miles east
One wagon, complete.
reception given the actors and act1
Clerk
not
bate
o'clock
later
than
One McCormick mowing machine. of Roswell, called this morning and
resses. The specialties were good, and
One bay horse 4 years old, unbrand stated that all the cow men in his p. m., Thursday, February 14, 1907.
The Board reserves the right to all together, the show greatly pleased
ed. about 17 hands high.
part
plains are in favor of a
One sorrel horse unbranded, 9 years good of the
any and all bids. By order of the people in attendance. Tonight the
reject
lease law. He argues that the
puts on "Nell Gwynne,"
old. 15 hands high.
Board
of County Commissioners. company
the
One gray mare unbranded, 9 years leasing of the public range would
name of the heroine of
is
which
the
W. M. ATKINSON, Chairman.
old. with wire fence cut on left hind be better for even the sheep men, in
many captivating stories of that per29,
January
1907.
leg.
the end. for it would enable all kinds
when the
iod in English history
'
I will on the 13 day of March, 1907,
(daily tues, wkly to
Knights of the Road were in charge
at 11 o'clock a. m., at the door of the of stockmen to protect the range to
better advantage. He says that the KING OPENS PARLIAMENT
court house in said county and Terriand
of the travel of that country
BITTER FIGHT CONTINUES practiced
tory sell at public auction for cash reason sheep men are not favorable
high
lawlesshanded
their
London, Feb. 12. After two prelito the highest bidder the property to the proposed law is because they
above described to satisfy . said exe- can easily move their sheep to good minary sessions this year, parliament ness with a romantic chivalry and
was
formally opened today with a fuil courtesy
almost made their acts
cution and cost.
grass, when rain comes in spots, and state ceremonial in which King Ed- pardonable.that"Nell Gwynne," the charC. L. BALLARD,
participatand
Queen
Alexandra
ward
move
their stock.
Sheriff Chaves County N. M. the cow men can't
It is anticipated that the fight acter, will be portrayed by Miss Allle
By O. Z. F1NLEY, Deputy.
Tu5t.
Otto Hedgcoxe was another caller, ed.
between
Commons and the Lords Spooner tonight.
o
who wants a lease law. He said they over the the
education bill will be resumIN
THE
DISTRICT
COURT OF were
going to get some kind of a ed with increasing bitterness. The GOSSIPING A CRIME
CHAVES COUNTY, NEW MEXICO
IN NEW MEXICO.
lease law, and all were hoping for a separation of the church and state in
City of Roswell to the
Santa Fe. N. M., Feb. 12. "Any
has given great impetus to
Use and Benefit of L.
good one. He said that with
the France
the movement in this country and it person or persons, men or women,
B. Craig, Plaintiff.
law is
fences down, as an
likely that bills looking to the dis- who shall scandalously discover the
No. 1038.
vs.
cow- establishment of the Church of Eng- faults of married persons by interfermean,
would
would
in
result
it
Charles F. Bryant,
land will be introduced during the ing in private life, from which may remen's water free to sheep men.
Defendant.
By virtue and authority of an execu
sult in the disagreement of the parties
The sheep men have on their side present session.
James Bryce, the new British am- causing thereby a terrible evil and intion issued out of the office of the of the question some of the largest
bassador to America, today completed
Clerk of the District Court in and for papers
to their family, such persons aa
of the West. The following final arrangements for leaving for his jury
Chaves County, New Mexico, and to
shall so offend shall on complaint be
Republican
gives
Denver
post
from
new
the
and will sail for New York tried and sentenced under the condime directed in the above case, and
He will probably arrive tions prescribed."
being number 1038 on the docket of the Reclamation Service side of the tomorrow.
Washington
in
about the middle of
said Court, I have levied upon and question as viewed by that ipaper:
This old Spanish law, designed to
next week.
prevent and punish malicious gossipseized the following described real
King Edward will hold the first le- ing, is still in force in this territory
situated in the City of Roswell.
vee of the session the latter part ot and Geronimo Tafoya, an Indian of
County of Chaves and Territory of RECLAMATION AND
THE LAND LAWS. the present week. It will take place Santa Clara Pueblo, will shortly be
New Mexico, and have charged the
What will become of the reclama- in the throne room of St. James Pal- called
same with the lien under the execuupon to answer to the Rio Arrition in the said cause and judgment, tion service and its work if the sale ace. The first court will be held on ba county grand jury for a violationi
dated January 30th. 1907, for the sum of public lands is stopped, whether Friday of next week in the grand ball of Its provisions. Tafoya is alleged
Only to have made scandalous statements
of $126.25. being the debt, damages, by a leasing system or by direct with room of Buckingham Palace.
interest, and $19.40 costs of suit drawal of coal and other lands from the members of the diplomatic corps detrimental to the character of Juan
will be invited. A second levee and Naranjo in the presence of the
together with interest thereon from entry? The life of the reclamation court
will be held the following week,
the fund arising from the
wife. At the preliminary hear-inJanuary 30th, 1907, until March 16th, service ispublic
lands within the arid when a number of Americans will
Tafoya admitted his guilt and was
1907 at the rate of twelve per cent, sale of
queen.
be presented to the king and
released on bail to await the action
per annum;
Lot number 1, states and terrieories.
Should all the public lands be with
of the grand jury. A dozen Indians
block number 7, of Sparks' Addition
Rent.
For
testified at the hearing.
to the City of Roswell, as shown on drawn there would be no more addiFarm near Roswell. 44 acres In althe plat of said Addition now on file tions to the reclamation fund, and the
160 acre farm, finely Improved, lowork" might be stopped. Yet the en- falfa, 12 acres in good bearing orchin the office of Probate Clerk and
Recorder of Chaves County, tire country has built great hope up- ard, 55 to 60 acres more in cultiva- cated in central Oklahoma, to trade
New Mexico.
on the reclamation of arid lands.
tion. Ditch water. House and farming for property in or near RoawelL
And I will, on the 16th day of March
It has been thought by many per- implements.
Rents for part of crop. What have you got? Carlton St Bell,
1907, between the hours of ten and sons that one of the most distinguishopposite pos to Hi ce.
eleven o'clock in the forenoon of said ing acts for which the administration See CARLTON & BELL.
dayt in front of the front door of the
Court House in the City of Roswell,
County of Chaves, Territory of New
Mexico, 'sell to the highest-- and best
bidder for cash in hand, the property above described, to satisfy said ex;
ecutidh and accruing costs.
--

with the territorial secretary.
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To , Drain 300,000 Acres.
Crenshaw, Miss Feb. 12. At

!

'

.,r
,

a

drainage convention here plans w,ni
be considered for digging a big canal
to control the floods of the Cold water
river. If the plans are put into execution about 300.000 acres of valuable
lands will be drained. Several
owners of this section are
interested In the movement. The
plans considered -involve one of the
largest and .most-- extensive drainag
projects ever undertaken in this Stat.
o
ts
Dont fail to see our list of
ia th! tsane. Carlton
BelL
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For the woman who appreciates elegance

and beauty, cultivates grace, cherishes health,
understands comfort, and seeks contentment.

MRS. H. P. BLACK, Agent.
2io West .Walnut J,
-
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R? C. Martin. A. M. Knoy and
G. 'Williams, of Oklahoma, who had
been here since Saturday prospecting,
left today for Amarillo.

We have just opened up a beautiful line
of Spring wash waists
Your inspection

la

A. L Younger returned to his home
in Perry, O. T., this morning, having spent several days with his wife,
who is here for the winter.

Frank Gait, who has been visiting
Kilgour and looking after land
business, left this morning for "his STRONG INDICATIONS IN ADY'!
home In Kansas City, Mo.
WELL WEST OF ROSWELL.
16,000,000
this
You heard about our
year's Valentines. Well, we still have
a good assortment. Better see them
today. Ingersoll's Book Store.

I!

I Morrison Bros&Cof
313-31-

5

DISCOVERY

W. S.

I)

11

NEW OIL

LAND IS ALL TAKEN

W. D. Hedrick, of Peabody, Kan.,
who is making an extensive visit
in the Pecos Valley, returned this
morning from a trip to Carlsbad.

The best and Bafest way to make As Soon as the Expert Made Report
on the Value of the Prospects Mamoney Is to Invest In real estate. We
ny Citizens Rushed to the Scene
have some of the best bargains in
and Established Oil Claims. Well
the Valley. See us. Carlton & Bell.
All lovers of the violin should hear
ia on Patented Land.
E. O. Strong, of Akron, Ind., who
Miss Eva Nelson Thursday night at
is out seeing the sights of the Souththe musicale. Tickets at Payton's.
west, went to Carlsbad last night, afThe International Correspondence ter spending several days In Roswell.
Schools have an interesting exhibioil excitement
Another
In the window at the Joyce-Prin-t
A. V. Garber, of Norton, Kan., and
tion
lias It
Jeweler,
Boellner,
the
on
is
spread thru
Roswell.
has
It
in
who
Kan.,
Oak,
of
Burr
R.
store.
Garber,
J.
S7tf
cheaper.
without the
had been here several days, went to the entire community
or commotion,
but has
Now is the time to get good corn, Dexter last night on a prospecting least noise
Eyes tested free at L. B. Boellner,
pervaded
whole.
the
trip.
our
hay,
line
as
chops
and
oats,
bran
88tf
Optician.
Jeweler and
Only a few days ago a water well
TRADING
is complete. ROSWELL
was
finished at the place of George
Elmer Barnett, of Iowa, who has Ady, 4 miles northwest
Elza Brady left tils morning for COMPANY.
of town, a
on
left
friends,
visting
been
here
his home in Snyder, O. T.
strong
flow being reaehedVat a depth
M.
program
Albuquerthe
at
for
musical
A fine
the auto this afternoon
night. que to visit his father, who resides of 250 feet. The water has to be
$18 China Closet $10. Ladies' and E. Church, South, Thursday
pumped, of course, but as it comes
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What W. HGodair Thinks

Monte-zuma-
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About Cement Made

k

Bricks

Jan.

Nilsson, Pres.,
Roswell,

Sir:

Referring to
several
about
dates
versations of earlier
decided to give
bricks, I
order for several thousand bricks,
to
used for building purposes at
often
this
confidence
to
of
I
but since
in all kinds of
building
attending the big
thi3
aterial convention held in
year
the 7th of January I
bricks
than ever convinced that
are
for
materials
the best
blocks
purposes
used. It
building
that
stronger
is a fact that they
in
enduring the longer they
a wall

in a

I will
bricks

at

?

will hear

Godair.

Mr. Godair, who is president of the First National Bank
of Roswell, has entered into contract with ua for cement
brick for his new buildiDgs in Roswell.
For information or advice, see the

Hondo Stone Mfg. Co. it
A. L. W, NILSSON, Manager.
;
Roswell.
Phone 80
St.
602
-

N. Main

:

at least

truly,

N.

H. I. NOWLAN

H. J. Thode, Otto Baumer and N.
J. Wlnchell, of Dexter; Roy Taylor,
of Orchard Park; W. S. Davisson.
J. D. Mell, O. R- - Tanner, Mr. Vlck-ers- .
Will Burk. R. H. Lewis and W.
S. Greer, of Hagerman; E. E. Stew
art, of Lake Arthur, and Mr. Burditt.
of Lakewood, were among the arrivals from the south this morning, moBt
of them coming to spend the day. -

Eclipse

;

ir

LAWYER

Real Estate Transfers.
The following deeds nave been filed
office of Probate
U't tcoi-in
Clerk and Recorder F. P. Gayle:
John I. Hinkle and we, .1. F.
and wife and E. A. t'aheou to E.
A. Simmons, for $200, lots 5 and 7, of

te

Hin-kl-

block 15,

WIND- - MLL

Has stood the test of time and continues
to stand in a class of its own at the top.
The fact that the Eclipse Mill has been used
for twenty years by the ranchman of the
plains is fair proof as to the quality.
Fewer working parts to get out of order;
will stand more abuse, with less repairs than
any windmill made.

We handle Chase and San
horn's Coffee. "It sells itself."
Jaffa Prager & Co.

Main Street

.

Herring,
of this city, were married at eight o'clock last night at the
home of the officiating minister. Elder C. C. Hill, of the Christian church,
at 500 South Kentucky avenue. The
wedding was a surprise to the friends
of the young couple and was witnessed by no one but a few of the
neighbors of Elder Hill. The groom
is an employee at the Star Market
and is a young man of steady 'habits. The bride is the daughter of a
splendid Missouri family, having
having come here from Fulton, Mo.,
about a year ago, and is a highly estimable young woman. They are making their home with the groom's mother on North HilL

e

All Sizes from 8

.

lliukle et al. to A. E.
lots 9, 11 and 13, block
Hagerman.
Richar.l C. Phillips anl wife In W.
Rhodes, for 2,S;00. the east hu'f of
lot 44 Military Hvight'i, less a strip
25 feet wide .in the .ist side, for road
John

fey, for

I.

15,

purposes.

John I. Hin"i'v) and others to W. E
King, for $300, lots 10, 12, and 11, of
block 8 Hagerman.
Orson D. Whitney and wife to Sylvanus Johnson, for $17,500 a tract of
100 acres in
two full water
rights and a fourth interest in two
other water rights in the Northern
canal of the Felix Irrigation Co.
The Urton Town Company to the
Kenna Development Company, for $6
600, all of the original townsite of
Urton except 140 lots described.

1

Pecos Valley Lumber Co

Edward A. Finnegan to Frank G.
Walters, for $1,600, lots 9, 10, 11 and
12, block 37, South Roswell.
Marriage license was issued Monday to Guy V. Stapp, aged 25 and
Eunice M. Herring, aged 20, both of

up-to-da- te

Wholesale & Retail.

$3,000.00

94t3

s

Chicken Tamale Supper.
The ladies of the Baptist church
will serve a chicken tamale supper
tonight, in the rear room of the V
S. Meat Market. This room being us
ed by Mr. Gilkeson as a sample room,
supper cannot be served before 5 p.
ra. Price 25 cents.
93tl

Furnished

EMMETT PATTON, V. Pres.

Roswell, N, M.

'

-

'....
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OIBBANY. Sec- -

Reliable Abstracts

Roswell Title & Trust Co.

Elder, of Greenville, Texas,
who has been here several weeks vis
iting his sister, Mrs. W. A. Johnson,
and working as stenographer for
Judge W. W. Gatewood, left this mor
ning for Amarillo to accept a similar
position with
the
Hardware Co.

INCORPORATED.

Phone 320.

OFFICE OVER CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK

s

IT

We handle Chase and San
born's Coffee. "It sells itself."
Jaffa Prager & Co.
ENGLISH PARLIAMENT
OPENED BY THE KING.
London, Feb. 12. The second ses
sion of the se.cond parliament under
the present reign, which promises to
be full of interest and .importance as
a consequence of the projected lib
eral attack upon the house of lords
and the introduction and installment
of home rule for Ireland, was open
ed by King Edward this afternoon
with all the imposing
ceremonies
which have attended these functions
since his accession. The speech from
the trone foreshadowed a full and
busy session devoted to Ireland, army reform and temperance, apart
from the overshadowing question of
the House of Lords. After the usual
reference to the good relationship pre
vailing between Great Britain and
other powers, the speech deplored
the loss of life resulting from the
earthquake at Kingston.
The King expressed his gratitude
to the United States for assistance
to the sufferers in Jamaica.
"Serious questions," said the King,
"affecting the working of our parliamentary system have arisen from the
unfortunate differences between the
two houses. My ministers have this
important subject under consideration, with a view of solution of the
difficulty."
The rest of the speech was devoted
to the proposed licensing bill, the
object of which is to diminish the
drink evil, proposals for improvement
of the army organization. Irish local
government.
educational questions
and a number of minor measures.

We handle Chase and San
born's Coffee. "It sells itself."
& Co.

TEXAS CONGRESSMAN
LAUGHS AT WAR TALK.
Washington, Feb. 12. Representa
tive Slayden, of Texas, during the
consideration of the Naval appropria
tion bill in the house today, address
ed that body on the subject of the
recent talk of war between the United States and Japan, and laughed at
,

ED,

Your abstract should be a reliable, credible history of
your land, prepared by competent faithful wen. Ours
have 20 years of experience behind them and are by law
admitted in all the courts of the Territory as evidence of
the facts therein.

G. C.

Jaffa Pjager

Estimates
F. DIVERS, Pres.

Wednesday the 13th being Ash
Wednesday, there will be services in
St. Andrews at 10 a. m. and 7:30 p.
m. The Rev. E. McQueen Gray will
open this solemn Lenten Season for
us, and it is hoped that all who can
will attend. F. A. Williams, Warden.ot

Morrow-Thoma-

175.

The largest and most
stock of LUMIIKR,
TAINT, GLASS and WALL PAPER in the City.

For three years. Best of real seen
rity given. See Col. Ava E. Page
Agent.

MainPhone

200 South

Koswell.

Wanted,

m

i

SEEMS
IMPOSSIBLE
at this season of the year, to get
something appetising for the table. If you are
having trouble in this line just try
Sometimes, just

The Western Grocery Co.
The Pure Food Store

e

I

Our line of Fruits, Vegetables and all kinds of
provisions is as complete now as you will tind
most places in midsummer.
,Ve handle nothing but fresh reliable Groceries
and our prices are based on the smallest possible
margin of profit. Satisfaction goes with every
purchase at this store.

Western

Grocery

Company

FOR THE NEXT
We

1

0 DAYS

offer 20 Per Cent Discount

on Wall Paper to make room
new goods.

for

THE DANIEL DRUG CO

BANK CASHIER MYSTERIOUSLY DISAPPEARS
New Britain, Conn., Feb. 12. A
high officer of the Savings Bank of
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU. .
New Britain states that there ia a
(Local Report.)
big shortage in the accounts of WillRoswell, N. M., Feb. 12. Temperature. Max, 69; mln., 26; mean, 48. the rumors of war. .
iam Meeker, the missing treasurer
PreoipRation, 00; wind N., velocity
Beat to Plant Now.
of the bank afl3 that the bank's own
3 miles; weather clear.
Earthquake
Spain.
in
officers up to nooa had 'discovered a
plant
to
Forecast, RoswelL and Vicinity:
Now. Is the best time
Madrid, Fteb. 12. A severe earth- Shortage of $130,000. The examination
sta.Fair tonight and Wednesday;
trees, before the roots begin to tionary
"
temperature. . quake sihiock ' lasting seven seconds of the bank's affairs continues, and
grow. R. F. Cruse baa all kind
M. WRIGHT,
was felt at Aloama In the province the officers say fee shortage is doubt
OOeial in Charge.
ciheanv '..
of Murcia, today.
'
.
leas much larger.

Garst B'ld'g.

to 25 foot

Rif- -

The disappearance of Treasurer
Walker occurred soon after the bank
examiner visited the bank last Thursday. At the time Walker said that he
felt 111 and would be at the bank later. He did not appear agaha, and
early next morning went to New
York. Since then he has not ,been
seen.

:

The weather in New Mexico continues springlike, and the first straw
hat of the season was seen today.

